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COMMEDIA DELL ’ARTE IN CONTEXT

The commedia dell’arte, the ‘improvised’ Italian theatre that domin-
ated the European stage from  to , is arguably the most
famous theatre tradition to emerge from Europe in the early modern
period. Its celebrated masks have come to symbolise theatre itself and
have become part of the European cultural imagination. Over the past
twenty years a revolution in commedia dell’arte scholarship has taken
place, generated mainly by a number of distinguished Italian scholars.
Their work, in which they have radically separated the myth from the
history of the phenomenon, remains, however, largely untranslated
into English. The present volume gathers together an international
group of scholars to synthesise for the first time this research for both
specialist and non-specialist readers. The book is structured around
key topics that span both the early modern period and the twentieth-
century reinvention of the commedia dell’arte.

 .  is Professor of Theatre Studies at the
Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich. His recent publications
include The Cambridge Introduction to Theatre Studies (Cambridge,
) and The Theatrical Public Sphere (Cambridge, ).

  is Professor of Italian Dramatic Literature at
the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and co-editor of Rivista di
Letteratura Teatrale. He is the author of Entracte. Drammaturgia del
Tempo () and A viva voce. Percorsi del genere drammatico ().

  is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University
of Calabria and vice-president of the European Association for the
Study of Theatre and Performance (EASTAP). He has published
widely on the Renaissance and contemporary theatre. He is the
author of L’arte del buffone (), a study of the early commedia
dell’arte.
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Notes on Contributors

 .  is Professor of Theatre Studies at LMUMunich.
Recent publications include, Pacific Performances: Theatricality and Cross-
Cultural Encounter in the South Seas (), The Cambridge Introduction
to Theatre Studies (Cambridge, ) and The Theatrical Public Sphere
(Cambridge, ). He is joint senior editor of the six-volume A Cultu-
ral History of Theatre (). His current research interests focus on the
globalisation of the arts; theatre and the public sphere. In  he was
awarded an ERC Advanced Grant.

  is Professor at the Institute of Theatre Studies of the
University Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris III. He leads, with Sophie Lucet and
Romain Piana, the Interuniversity ResearchGroup on Theatre (GRIRT).
He is the author of Théâtre Populaire (–) and Histoire d’une
revue engagée (). He edited the theatrical writings of Roland Barthes,
Sul teatro (), and (with Jean-Pierre Sarrazac) the book Avènement
de la mise en scène moderne/Crise du drame. Continuités-discontinuités
(). He is currently preparing the seventh and eighth volumes of
the Registres of Jacques Copeau (with Maria-Ines Aliverti).

  is Professor of Italian Literature at Ca’ Foscari Univer-
sity of Venice. His primary interests are in texts from the Middle Ages
to the early Baroque period. His recent publications include studies
of musical performance during Dante’s time, on Latin dialogues at the
revival of the Bucolic genre in the fourteenth century and on Renais-
sance comedy’s traces within Egle by G. B. Giraldi Cinzio. His current
research is focused on dialogic fiction in Petrarch’s Canzoniere and on
vernacular theatrical texts in Renaissance Venice. He is a member of
the editorial board of Rivista di Letteratura Teatrale and the editorial
board of Scena Arborata, a book series devoted to studies of Renaissance
pastorale and tragicommedia.
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  is Professor of Italian Studies at Sorbonne University.
His research concerns the circulation of Italian actors, singers and
authors throughout Europe, as well as the reception of Italian theatre
and opera in France in the modern era. Recent publications include:
À travers l’opéra. Parcours anthropologiques et transferts dramaturgiques
sur la scène théâtrale européenne du XVIIIe au XXe siècle (), (with
M. Noiray) L’opera italiana in Francia nel Settecento () and a critical
and scholarly edition of Goldoni’s scenarios for the Comédie-Italienne
in Paris ().

  is Professor of Dramaturgy and History of Acting and
Oratory at the University of Florence. He has taught in Barcelona,
Stockholm, Paris III and VIII, at De Paul University of Chicago and
at the universities of Saarbrücken (Germany), Montpellier (France) and
Aberystwyth (Wales). He created and currently directs the online pro-
ject Archivio multimediale dell’attore Italiano. His main works include:
Comici dell’Arte. Corrispondenze (ed.) (), Attori mercanti corsari
(; ), Arlecchino. Vita e avventure di Tristano Martinelli attore
(; French transl. ), Carlo Goldoni. La vita e il teatro () and
La Commedia dell’Arte. Attrici e attori in Europa XVI–XVIII (,
translated into French and German).

 - has been the director of the Institute for Advanced
Studies on Interweaving Performance Cultures at the Free University of
Berlin since . She is a member of the Academia Europaea, the
Academy of Sciences Göttingen, the National Academy of Sciences
Leopoldina and the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences, and is a
past president of the International Federation for Theatre Research.
Recent publications are Tragedy’s Endurance. Performances of Greek
Tragedies and Cultural Identity in Germany Since  (),
Dionysus Resurrected. Performances of Euripides’ The Bacchae in a
Globalizing World (), The Routledge Introduction to Theatre and
Performance Studies () and The Transformative Power of
Performance ().

  is Professor of History of Modern and Contemporary
Theatre at the University of Florence. Recent publications include Sguardi
sul teatro. Saggi di iconografia teatrale (), L’héroïsme par l’image: Sarah
Bernhardt et Eleonora Duse entre vie et théâtre () and Da Talma a
Morrocchesi: modelli attorici e iconografici tra Sette e Ottocento (). His
current research interests focus on theatre iconography, the commedia
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dell’arte in France and European theatre in the nineteenth century. He
is director of the Dionysus Theatre Iconography Archive.

  is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University
of Roma Tre. His current research fields are: theatre, city and celebra-
tion in late medieval and early modern Europe, early modern drama and
site-specific contemporary theatre in urban spaces. His recent books are:
Il teatro nella storia (), Teatri Luoghi Città () and Shakespeare:
la scrittura nel teatro (). A new, enlarged edition of his book about
Renaissance Venice (Teatro e Mutamenti. Rinascimento e Spettacolo a
Venezia, ) is forthcoming.

  is Professor of Drama and Comparative Literature at
Washington University in St Louis. Recent publications include Poverty
and Charity in Early Modern Theatre and Performance () and Perfor-
mance and Literature in the Commedia dell’Arte (). He is the editor
of A Cultural History of Early Modern Theatre (). His current
research focuses on two projects: one on Shakespeare and early modern
Italian theatre and another on early modern transnational theatre
networks.

  was Professor at Copenhagen University until . He
has translated Goldoni, de Filippo and Fo and has published interdis-
ciplinary studies in Danish, Italian, French, English and Polish. Recent
publications include Religion, Ritual, Theatre (), The Taming of
the Turk: Ottomans on the Danish Stage – () and L’arte
dell’attore nel settecento: accuse e apologie (). His research focuses
on the relationships between historiography, cognition and dramaturgy.
A member of the Scandinavian Institute of North African Studies, he
received the Holberg Award in .

  is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of
Vienna. His current research agendas focus on the function of prologues
in the commedia all’improvviso, the emergence of professional theatre in
the German-speaking area and the variety of theatre forms during the
Yugoslav Wars. Publications include a study in theatre historiography
from the sixteenth to the twentieth century, entitled Theatergeschichts-
schreibung als kulturelle Praxis () and the  edition of the Scenari
più scelti d’istrioni (Scenari Corsiniani).

   is Barbara Wilkes Research Fellow in Theatre Studies at
The Open University, Milton Keynes, and a former holder of Alexander
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von Humboldt, Herzog August Library and NIAS Fellowships. Recent
publications include the Ashgate Performance Practice Reprint Series
(), Healing, Performance and Ceremony in the Writings of Three
Early Modern Physicians: Hippolytus Guarinonius and the Brothers Felix
and Thomas Platter (), Women, Medicine and Theatre, –
() and The Art of Commedia: A Study in the Commedia dell’Arte
– with Special Reference to the Visual Records ().

  specialises in the history of Renaissance music, the
commedia dell’arte and digital humanities. She is co-director of the
international research consortium IDEA: Isabella d’Este Archive (https://
isabelladeste.web.unc.edu). She recently received a Digital Innovations
Fellowship from the American Council of Learned Societies for Map-
ping Secrets, a project concerning the organisation of the Mantuan
chancery in the early sixteenth century. Her current project, Italian
Songs from the Time of Christopher Columbus, is funded by a Mellon
Foundation/National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Digital Editions.

  is Professor of Performing Arts at the University
of Bergamo. She graduated in art history at the University of Genoa
and obtained her PhD in performing arts at the University of Florence.
She was a visiting professor at École des Hautes Études en Sciences
Sociales (Paris), Blaise-Pascal University (Clermont-Ferrand) and Lumi-
ère University (Lyon). She has published extensively on performance
and Catholic religious culture in the modern period and on popular
theatre. She collaborated for many years with the CRT – Centro di
ricerca per il teatro (Milan).

  is Professor in Art and Performance at the University of
Florence. Her main areas of study are the comedy of art, the history of
actors and dramaturgy from the seventeenth to the twentieth century.
Her publications include Tra mare e terra. Commedia dell’Arte nella
Napoli spagnola (–) (), Paolo Poli (), Mirandolina e le
sue interpreti (), Locandiera () by Goldoni (with Mamone),
Visconti e la Basilicata. Visconti in Basilicata () and Il Tedeschino by
Ricci ().

  is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of
Trento (Italy). Her publications include the critical edition L’Amleto di
Cesare Rossi () and the monographies: I giullari nell’immaginario
medievale (), L’arte dell’attore dal Romanticismo a Brecht (),
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Il mondo del teatro nel cinema (), Fuori scena. Il teatro dietro le
quinte nell’Ottocento () and Spettacoli e immaginario teatrale nel
Medioevo (). Her research interests focus on medieval theatre
and acting theories. She directs Arianna, the digital archive on Shake-
spearean iconography (http://laboratorioteatrale.lett.unitn.it/progetto-
arianna/shakespeariana.html), containing more than , items.

  was Professor in History of the Theatre and of the Stage at
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. A specialist in modern and compa-
rative theatre, he has written critical works on Pirandello, Dario Fo,
Rolland, Ibsen, Rosso di San Secondo, D’Annunzio, Goldoni, Brook
and Duse. He published a History of the Modern Stage and a Survey of
Italian Playwrights. He co-edited A History of Italian Theatre (Cam-
bridge, ) and Encyclopaedia of Italian Literary Studies. He is also a
prize-winning playwright.

  is a theatre researcher and was Professor for Theatre
Studies at Roma Tre University. His publications include: Stanislavskij.
Dal lavoro dell’attore al lavoro su di sé (), L’attore che vola. Boxe,
acrobazia, scienza della scena (), Theatre and Boxing () and
L’Arca di Noèe altre storie di teatro (). His most recent research
concerns the work of Jerzy Grotowski.

  is Professor of Theatre Studies at Roma Tre University.
Recent publications include: La nascita della regia teatrale (), Il teatro
di Eleonora Duse (), Alchemists of the Stage. Theatre Laboratories in
Europe () and Odin Teatret Archives (). Her current research
interests focus on theatrical archives and on actor training.

  was Professor Emerita of Theatre at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. She was a leading authority on early French
and Italian theatre whose books include The Commedia dell’Arte in
Paris,Molière: A Theatrical Life andWomen on the Stage in Early Modern
France. She was also noted for her translation of Molière’s plays, as well
as a critical edition of Tartuffe.

  is Fletcher Professor of Drama and Oratory at
Tufts University, Fellow of the American Academy of Art and Sciences,
Alt-Fellow of the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin and recipient of the
St George medal of the Russian Ministry of Culture. His books include
Gordon Craig’s Moscow Hamlet (), The Chekhov Theatre: A Century
of the Plays in Performance (Cambridge, ), The Changing Room:
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Sex, Drag and Theatre (), Soviet Theatre: A Documentary History
() and Jacques Offenbach and the Making of Modern Culture (Cam-
bridge, ).

  is Professor Emeritus of the University of
L’Aquila. Notable publications are: Il segreto della Commedia dell’Arte
(in collaboration with Mirella Schino, ; French transl. ),
Uomini di scena, uomini di libro. Introduzione alla letteratura teatrale
italiana nel Novecento () and Luigi Pirandello, Saggi e interventi,
curated and with an essay by Ferdinando Taviani ().

  is a Researcher in Theatre and Dance at IUAV in
Venice. He has taught at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and at the
University of Lugano. He was Associate Research Scholar at the Italian
Academy for Advanced Studies, Columbia University (). Among
his publications are a critical edition of Prometo by Salvatore Viganò
(), the Italian musical and dance libretti on the figure of Adone
(), Enzo Cosimi () and the curation of the written choreoso-
phies of Aurel M. Milloss () and the lessons of Ted Shawn ().

     is Professor of Spanish Literature at
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. Recent publications include Stefanelo
Botarga e Zan Ganassa. Scenari e zibaldoni dei comici dell’arte nell Spagna
del ‘ (), the critical edition of El trato de Argel by Miguel de
Cervantes () and Bueno es callar by Mira de Amescua (). Her
current research focuses on Spanish theatre of the Golden Age, comme-
dia dell’arte and the relationship between the Spanish and Italian theatres.

  has taught Italian literature and Italian theatrical
literature at the University of Genoa. He is the author of essays and
articles on the literature and theatre of the seventeenth, eighteenth and
twentieth centuries and a monograph on Carlo Goldoni (). He
has translated Memorie del teatro by Georges Banu (), curated an
edition of Teatro by Moravia (Milano, , together with Aline Nari)
and published di I due Pantaloni / i Mercanti di Goldoni ().

  teaches at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice.
He has lectured at the universities Paris-IV, Paris-III, École Normale
Supérieure (Paris-Lyon) and Barcelona (Autónoma). Most of his publi-
cations concern Italian drama. He has a special interest in the relations
between literature and visual arts, theory and history of the dramatic
text (Entracte. Drammaturgia del Tempo () and A viva voce. Percorsi
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del genere drammatico ()). He is co-editor of Rivista di Letteratura
Teatrale and scientific secretary of the committee of the national edition
of Goldoni, Gozzi and Nievo.

  is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of
Calabria and vice-president of EASTAP – European Association for the
Study of Theatre and Performance. He taught theatre studies at
Sapienza University of Rome and at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice.
He has published widely on the Renaissance and contemporary theatre.
On the topic of the commedia dell’arte, he published L’arte del buffone
(). He worked for several years at the Teatro di Roma, where he
was assistant to Italian and foreign stage directors.
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